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A B S T R A C T

Rapid identification of emerging infectious pathogens is crucial for preventing public health threats. Various
pathogen detection techniques have been introduced; however, most techniques are time-consuming and lack
multiple-target detection specificity. Although multiple-target detection techniques can distinguish emerging
infectious pathogens from related pathogens, direct amplification methods have not been widely examined.
Here, we present a novel arch-shaped multiple-target sensor capable of rapid pathogen identification using direct
amplification in clinical samples. In this study, an arch-shaped amplification containing primer sequences was
designed to rapidly amplify multiple targets. Further, the sensing platform allowed for sensitive and specific
detection of human coronavirus, Middle East respiratory syndrome, Zika virus, and Ebola virus down to several
copies. This platform also simultaneously distinguished between Middle East respiratory syndrome and human
coronavirus in clinical specimens within 20min. This arch-shaped multiple-target sensing assay can provide
rapid, sensitive, and accurate diagnoses of emerging infectious diseases in clinical applications.

1. Introduction

An increasing number of pathogens that cause unexpected illnesses
and epidemics among humans and animals has led to the loss of life and
economic problems (Sands et al., 2016; Allegranzi et al., 2011). Re-
cently, emerging infectious diseases, such as Middle East respiratory
syndrome-coronavirus (MERS-CoV) (Zaki et al., 2012), Ebola virus
(EBOV) (Biava et al., 2018), and Zika virus (ZIKV) (Munoz-Jordan,
2017) outbreaks, have revealed that disease control systems require
more effective and coordinated responses, including vaccine develop-
ment, diagnostic tools, and therapeutics (Sands et al., 2016). According
to the World Health Organization (WHO), an outbreak of MERS-CoV
resulted in 1782 infections and 634 deaths in June 2016 (WHO, 2016).
In 2015, MERS-CoV infiltrated South Korea, resulting in 186 infections
and 39 deaths with high mortality rates of over 30% (WHO, 2015a; Rao
and Nyquist, 2014). For more effective prevention of emerging in-
fectious disease threats, rapid diagnostics are needed to identify new
pathogens for which vaccines and effective therapeutics are not avail-
able.

Rapid diagnostics to identify and diagnose pathogens have been
performed using nucleic acid-based detection techniques, such as end-

point polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and real-time RT-PCR, as gold
standard methods (Zumla et al., 2015; WHO, 2015b; CDC, 2016). While
these methods are relatively sensitive and specific for pathogen detec-
tion, they have several limitations, including the long time to acquire
results, high technicality, and costly equipment such as a thermal cycler
(Yang and Rothman, 2004; Barken et al., 2007; Mori and Notomi, 2009;
Huang et al., 2006). Additionally, multiplex detection techniques,
which detect two or more targets simultaneously in a single reaction,
are required to distinguish the target pathogen from similar family
members and offers reduced time and reagent costs (Brinkmann et al.,
2017; Chung et al., 2013). Multiplex detection techniques are critical
for rapid diagnostics; however, self-inhibition and false-positive results
caused by primer dimerization (from a primer-target template mis-
match or primer itself) can reduce detection sensitivity and specificity
in clinical applications. To overcome the limitations of multiplex de-
tection, a solid-phase DNA amplification technique was developed by
grafting both forward and reverse primers. However, the amplification
efficiency of the grafting primer assay was approximately 90% lower
than that of conventional PCR in solution (Adessi et al., 2000; Fedurco
et al., 2006; Shendure and Ji, 2008). Thus, the solid-phase DNA am-
plification technique has not been widely explored for applications in
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pathogen diagnostics. These limitations have made it difficult to apply
diagnostic methods in hospitals. Resolving these limitations will require
the development of diagnostic methods that are easy-to-use, accurate,
and rapid for use in hospitals.

Here, we report a novel arch-shaped multiple-target sensing plat-
form for rapid diagnosis and identification of emerging infectious pa-
thogens. An isothermal amplification enzyme and oligonucleotide pri-
mers were immobilized on a silicon microring resonator (SMR) for
specific detection of target nucleic acids from emerging infectious pa-
thogens, such as MERS-CoV, Zika, and Ebola. In this study, rather than
applying the amplified target and probe hybridization assay, we es-
tablished long (> 50 base pair, bp) oligonucleotide primers at a high
concentration (5 μM) to create an arch shape on the sensor surface for
solid-phase amplification, thus overcoming primer dimerization. The
SMR sensor allows for sensitive, label-free, and real-time sensing (Kim
et al., 2018; Koo et al., 2017), and the long primers at a high con-
centration greatly increased the rate and detection sensitivity of this
method. For nucleic acid amplification, we used a recombinase poly-
merase amplification (RPA) enzyme, which requires a small instrument
for isothermal amplification (Piepenburg et al., 2006). Using the arch-
shaped sensing platform, we detected RNA from human coronavirus
(HCoV), MERS-CoV, ZIKA, and EBOV with high sensitivity and speci-
ficity. The detection limit was 10-fold more sensitive than that of real-
time reverse transcription-PCR. Furthermore, this multiple-target sen-
sing platform rapidly (< 20min) detected MERS-CoV in 20 clinical
specimens, including MERS-CoV and HCoV infections. Therefore, the
arch-shaped multiple-target sensing platform can be used to rapidly
identify pathogens in various clinical applications.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Development and operation of the arch-shaped multiple-target sensor

To use the arch-shaped multiple-target sensing platform as a mul-
tiple detection system, we structured the SMR sensor as previously
described (Kim et al., 2018; Koo et al., 2017). For arch-shaped ampli-
fication and detection with specific primers immobilized on the sensor,
a three-step primer modification was required on the surface of the
sensing chip. First, amine group modification using 3-aminopropyl-
triethoxysiane (APTES, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was per-
formed on the sensing surface. Subsequently, the sensors were treated
with oxygenated plasma and soaked in a solution of 2% APTES in a
mixture of ethanol–H2O (95:5, v/v) for 2 h, followed by thorough rin-
sing with ethanol and deionized (DI) water. Second, carboxyl group
modification was conducted using glutaraldehyde (GAD, Sigma-Al-
drich) as a linker. The sensors were cured by heating to 120 °C for
15min. Next, the sensors were incubated with 2.5% GAD in DI water
containing 5mM sodium cyanoborohydride (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h,
rinsed with DI water, and dried under a nitrogen stream. Third, both
forward and reverse primers were immobilized to target specific pri-
mers containing the 5′ amino-modifier C12. The pretreated sensor was
prepared by overnight incubation at room temperature in a 5 or 10 μM
solution of forward and reverse primers containing 5mM sodium cya-
noborohydride. After incubation, unbound target specific primers were
removed by washing with phosphate-buffed saline and the sensors were
dried using nitrogen. The prepared sensor chip was stored at room
temperature until further use. To test the target amplification and de-
tection in the primer immobilized sensor chip, recombinase polymerase
amplification-reverse transcription (RPA-RT, TwistDx, Cambridge, UK)
containing 29.5 μL of rehydration buffer, 15 μL of RNase inhibitor and
water, 2 μM of DTT, recombinase, polymerase enzyme, and 2.5 μL of
magnesium acetate solution. To start the reaction, 10 μL of RPA-RT
solution and 5 μL of target RNA were mixed. Next, 15 μL of this mixture
was added to the sensor chip with an acrylic well surrounding the
microring sensor area. Additionally, mineral oil was added to prevent
evaporation of the mixture during amplification. The arch-shaped

multiple-target sensor assay was operated at a constant temperature
(43 °C). The sensor consists of four rings connected to a common input
and separate dedicated output waveguides. One of the four microrings
was used as a reference sensor to monitor temperature-induced drift.
The 3 remaining microrings were used for sensing three targets (MERS,
EBOV, ZIKV) with a vertical grating coupler. For multiple target mon-
itoring, each dedicated output waveguide corresponding to the mi-
croring immobilized different target specific primer was measured se-
quentially by moving the optical fiber. The tunable laser emits light at
wavelengths of 1550–1580 nm (EXFO IQS- 2600B, Quebec, Canada). To
obtain a baseline as a reference, the resonance wavelength was im-
mediately measured. The resonance wavelength shift for multiple target
detection was then measured every 5min for up to 30min to monitor
the arch-shaped amplification of MERS, ZIKV, EBOV, and HCoV RNAs
in a label-free and real-time manner.

2.2. Primer length and concentration for arch-shaped multiple-target
sensing

We designed the Arch-RT-PCR primer based on genome sequence
information for MERS, ZIKV, EBOV, and HCoV (Supplementary Table
S1). The non-specific poly dT spacer sequence at the 5′ end of the
primer allowed for the amplification product to warp to an arch shape
in solid-phase amplification (Guo et al., 1994). As such, primers were
designed that were 10, 20, and 30 bp longer than the conventional
primers. Different lengths of MERS primers for detecting MERS and
HCoV were immobilized to the microring on the SMR sensor. Subse-
quently, primers of suitable length for detecting MERS, ZIKV, EBOV,
and HCoV were immobilized on the microring resonance sensors. For
multiplexing experiments, we used an ultra-small dosage dispensing
system with sciFLEXARRAYER SX (SCIENION AG, Monmouth Junction,
NJ, USA) to avoid cross-contamination. Subsequently, droplets of other
target specific primers solutions were dispensed to the microring at
desired locations. Because a smaller amount of primer volume was used
than in the previous method, a higher concentration of primer solution
was used. Finally, the resonance wavelength shift by products of arch-
shaped amplification was measured on the microring.

2.3. End-point and real-time RT-PCR assays

The utility of end-point and real-time reverse transcription PCR
were compared to that of the arch-shaped multiple-target assay. We
designed RT-PCR primers of standard lengths (approximately 24 bp)
based on genome sequence information for MERS, ZIKV, EBOV, and
HCoV (Table S1). End-point RT-PCR consist of an initial reverse tran-
scription step at 50 °C for 30min, followed by at 95 °C for 15min and
45 cycles at 95 °C for 30 s, 60 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C for 30 s and final
elongation step 72 °C for 10min. The reaction mixtures containing
25 μL of end-point RT-PCR reagent mixtures, 5x one-step RT-PCR buffer
(Qiagen One-step RT-PCR kit), 0.25 mM deoxynucleotide triphosphate,
25 pmol of each primer, 1 μL of one-step RT-PCR Enzyme Mix (Qiagen),
and 5 μL of RNA template. Gel electrophoresis was used to separate RT-
PCR products on a 2% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide (EtBr).
The gel was visualized using a GenoSens 1500 gel documentation
system (Clinx Science Instruments, Shanghai, China). Real-time RT-PCR
consisted of an initial reverse transcription step at 50 °C for 20min,
followed by at 95 °C for 15min and 45 cycles at 95 °C for 15 s, 60 °C for
20 s, and 72 °C for 20 s, followed by a cooling step at 40 °C for 30 s. The
real-time RT-PCR assay was conducted using the manufacturer's pro-
tocol (AriaMx, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Ad-
ditionally, reaction mixtures containing 20 μL of real-time RT-PCR re-
agent mixtures, 2x brilliant SYBR green RT-qPCR master mix, 25 pmol
of each primer, and 5 μL of RNA template were prepared. The amplified
products were detected by SYBR Green signals using an AriaMx Real-
Time PCR System (AriaMx, Agilent Technologies).
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2.4. T7 in vitro transcribed RNA preparation

We generate the T7 in vitro transcribed RNAs of MERS, ZIKV, EBOV,
and HCoV to assess the detection ability of the Arch-shaped multiple-
target assay using the MEGAscript T7 kit (Ambion, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). For ZIKV, we used the QIAamp viral
RNA mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) to extract RNA from the
medium of the NATtrol Zika Virus, External Run Control containing
strain of MR766 (Zeptometrix Corporation, Franklin, MA, USA), which
was formulated with purified, intact virus particles chemically modified
to render them non-infectious and refrigerator-stable. For EBOV, we
used an EBOV Positive Control from the Ebola Virus (EBOV) Real-Time
RT-PCR kit containing EBOV NP gene RNA (Liferiver Bio-Tech Corp.,
San Diego, CA, USA). The amplicons of MERS, ZIKV, EBOV, and HCoV
generated in the end-point RT-PCR assay were used to create the T7 in
vitro transcribed RNA. Synthetic RNA transcripts were purified with a
MEGAclear Kit (Ambion, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and quantified using
a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The purified
T7 RNA of MERS, ZIKV, EBOV, and HCoV were stored at −80 °C until
use.

2.5. Clinical specimen

To determine the utility of the arch-shaped multiple-target sensor,
we used the QIAamp viral RNA mini kit (Qiagen) to extract RNA from
20 nasopharyngeal samples of MERS and HCoV patients. The naso-
pharyngeal samples were collected from patients at the Asan Medical

Center. The Institutional Review Board of Asan Medical Center ap-
proved the study protocol, and informed consent was obtained from all
participants. We used samples at a starting volume of 200 μL each
which were eluted to approximately 60 μL using viral elution buffer.
The extracted RNA was screened using the real-time RT-PCR assay for
confirmation and stored at −80 °C until further use.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Design of arch-shaped multiple-target sensing platform

Fig. 1 shows the design of the arch-shaped multiple-target sensing
platform for rapid diagnosis of emerging infectious pathogens, such as
MERS-CoV, HCoV, ZIKV, and EBOV, using a SMR sensor. We estab-
lished a series of primers for target amplification and simultaneous
detection of specific multiple-targets rather than asymmetric amplifi-
cation on a SMR sensor lacking multiple target detection (Kim et al.,
2018; Koo et al., 2017). For multiple-target sensing, the SMR surface
was first amine-modified with APTES and linked to the NH2-modified
5′-end of both primers. Second, both primers (forward and reverse) of a
target were immobilized on the SMR sensor surface. Immobilization of
both primers reduces non-specific target binding and false-positives due
to primer-dimerization, which leads to the production of non-specific
amplicons in the solution. To form an arch-shaped template on the
surface, we used longer primers containing non-specific poly dT spacers
(Shin et al., 2014). The pair of primers for a single target was im-
mobilized on an individual sensor using a spotting system

Fig. 1. Scheme of arch-shaped multiple-target
sensing platform for diagnosis and identifica-
tion of emerging infectious pathogens. (A)
Array of silicon microring resonator (SMR)
sensors for multiple-target detection. Each mi-
croring was modified with specific primers
(forward and reverse) of MERS-CoV (blue),
ZIKV (red), and EBOV (purple) recognizable
target sequences. (B) Scheme representation of
the principle of arch-shaped amplification and
detection assay. First, SMR sensors with spe-
cific primers immobilized to detect target RNA
were prepared. Next, a mixture containing re-
combinase polymerase amplification-reverse
transcription (RPA-RT) reagent and target ex-
tracted RNA was added to the platform (#1).
During the reaction, RNA was synthesized by
the RPA-RT enzyme mixture in an isothermal
state (43 °C) as cDNA and either recombinase/
forward (red arrow) primer or recombinase/
reverse (blue arrow) primer complexes bound
to double-stranded target cDNA and facilitated
strand exchange at a constant temperature.
After the displaced strand formed a D-loop by
gp32 (sky blue), the immobilized primers were
extended by polymerase (green) on the sensor
surface (#2). The extended primers formed an
arch-shaped amplification complex in the same
microring and continued amplification (#3).
Target detection was monitored in real-time by
measuring the resonant wavelength shift by
arch-shaped amplified products on the solid
surface.
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(Supplementary Fig. S1). Third, either RPA or RPA-RT was added for
isothermal nucleic acid amplification. During the amplification reac-
tion, both primers were covalently bound to the SMR sensor and target
templates were hybridized to both primers. To produce a copy of the
hybridized template, RPA enzyme (including Taq polymerase) was ac-
tivated to amplify the target template on the sensor surface. The at-
tached forward primer bound the template, which could also bind to
the attached reverse primer and form additional arch-shaped copies
near the initial copies. Finally, we used an SMR sensor, which is a rapid
and highly sensitive system for evaluation in a real-time and label-free
manner, for the signal readout from multiple sensors. We monitored the
resonance wavelength shift changes for up to 30min. The resonance
wavelength shift was obtained by individual sensors using the im-
mobilized specific primers (Fig. 1).

3.2. Optimization of arch-shaped multiple-target sensing platform

We first determined the optimized protocol for arch-shaped mul-
tiple-target sensing. Asymmetric amplification (one primer immobilized
on a solid surface) generated one of the strands from the target tem-
plate, and thus the detection sensitivity was less than that of symmetric
amplification (Fedurco et al., 2006). Therefore, to overcome the lim-
itations of solid surface amplification methods, the size and con-
centration of the attached primers should exceed the critical value for
efficient amplification on the solid surface. To optimize the primer
protocol for multiple-targets, T7 RNA transcripts from a MERS-CoV
sample were prepared for the model pathogen. We examined different
primer lengths, including a nonspecific oligo-dT sequence, to determine
the optimal primer length. The resonance wavelength of 54-bp primers
was found to have shifted significantly compared to other primer sizes
(Fig. 2 A). Moreover, we determined the concentration of the attached
primers (5 μM) (Fig. 2B). A primer concentration of 1 pM resulted in
asymmetric amplification, indicating that this concentration was not
suitable for the arch-shaped multiple-target sensing platform. Even high
concentrations (10 μM) of attached primers could not discriminate be-
tween target and non-target templates (Fig. 2B). Therefore, the size and
concentration of the attached primers were determined to establish
arch-shaped surface amplification on the sensing surface.

3.3. Detection sensitivity and specificity of the arch-shaped multiple-target
sensing platform

We next determined the detection sensitivity of the arch-shaped
multiple-target sensing platform using MERS-CoV, HCoV, ZIKV, and
EBOV as emerging infectious pathogens. T7 RNA transcripts of these
pathogens, RNA of MERS-CoV or HCoV from clinical samples, or RNA
of ZIKV and EBOV from commercialized kits (positive controls at 105

copies/reaction, Fig. 2C) were prepared at varying concentrations of
10–105 copies/reaction (Fig. 2C-E). Using the platform, the target RNA
(at 105 copies/reaction) from the pathogens was clearly identified
compared to non-targets within 30min. The resonance wavelengths
were shifted up to 681.48 ± 30.43, 500.75 ± 14.35,
660.55 ± 21.22, and 480.45 ± 28.55 pm for MERS-CoV, HCoV, ZIKV,
and EBOV, respectively (Fig. 2D). Interestingly, the resonance wave-
length results clearly revealed the target RNA in 5–10min. Further-
more, we detected as few as 10–100 copies of RNA when serial dilutions
of pathogen RNA were used with the platform (Fig. 2E). The wave-
length change results showed good linearity with different concentra-
tions (R2 = 0.9863, 0.9943, 0.9992, and 0.9971 for MERS-CoV, HCoV,
ZIKV, and EBOV, respectively) in 30min. We compared the RPA and
SMR assay using this multiple-target sensor assay (Supplementary Fig.
S2). After confirming the detection of the amplified EBOV target in the
RPA assay, the target band was clearly distinguished down to 5×103

copies/reaction (Supplementary Fig. S2A). Additionally, after con-
firming the detection of the amplified MERS target in the SMR assay,
the target was clearly distinguished down to 2.5× 102 copies/reaction

(Supplementary Fig. S2B). Notably, the sensitivity of the multiple-target
sensing platform was 10–100-fold higher than that (103 copies/reac-
tion) of the quantitative real-time reverse transcription PCR, RPA, and
SMR assays (Table 1, Supplementary Fig. S2 and Fig. S3).

Subsequently, we used the multiple-target sensing platform to
identify different targets. A series of target primers from three patho-
gens, specifically MERS-CoV, ZIKV, and EBOV, was immobilized to the
individual sensor with the spotting machine, which can immobilize the
primer in a specific area (Fig. 3A). Using the specific attached primers
for MERS-CoV, the amplified MERS-CoV RNA was detected with low
background signals from other pathogens (Fig. 3B). Similarly, primers
for other pathogens showed high specificity with low non-target
binding (Fig. 3B). Additionally, when mixed virus (MERS and HCoV)
samples were used, the resonance wavelength shift of the MERS-specific
primer immobilized on the platform was 560.71 ± 28.51 pm when
only MERS (2.5× 104 copies/reaction) virus was present and was
572.98 ± 11.05 pm when both MERS (2.5× 104 copies/reaction) and
HCoV (1.5×104 copies/reaction) viruses were present. The resonance
wavelength analysis clearly detected the target RNA in the mixed virus
samples, which showed similar results to the use of the single virus
sample (Supplementary Fig. S4). Indeed, a rapid, high-sensitivity, and
high-specificity platform for multiple-target detection is needed for
emerging pathogen diagnosis. The arch-shaped multiple-target sensing
platform enables rapid and accurate pathogen genotyping.

3.4. Clinical testing of arch-shaped multiple-target sensing platform in
clinical specimens

We evaluated the clinical utility of the arch-shaped multiple-target
sensing platform using clinical specimens (Supplementary Fig. S5).
Particularly, methods for differentiating emerging infectious pathogens
from similar pathogens are needed. In 2015, there was a MERS-CoV
outbreak in Korea. During this outbreak, diagnostic platforms were
urgently needed to differentiate between MERS-CoV and HCoV to en-
sure specific treatment. To optimize the multiple-target sensing for
MERS-CoV prior to use in clinical samples, T7 of in vitro-transcribed
MERS-CoV and HCoV-OC43 RNA was prepared. Two sensing micror-
ings for the MERS-CoV and HCoV primers were in the same waveguide.
Subsequently, the RNA template of either MERS-CoV or HCoV was
added onto the platform (Fig. 4A-B). To eliminate the background
signal from non-target binding, we used the following equation:

=ΔΔRWS Individual resonant wavelength shift value of target
Highest resonant wavelength shift value of non target

Using the MERS-CoV primers with the equation, amplified RNA
from MERS-CoV was detected with no signal from HCoV from 5 to
30min. Additionally, using the HCoV primers, amplified RNA from
HCoV was detected, while MERS-CoV was not (Fig. 4A–B). Further, the
relative resonance wavelength shifts clearly distinguished positive and
negative results when detecting multiple targets.

Finally, we analyzed RNAs from 20 clinical nasopharyngeal sam-
ples, including those of 11 MERS-CoV infected patients collected from
July 2015 in South Korea and 9 HCoV-OC43 infected patients
(Fig. 4C–D). Patient samples were analyzed by quantitative real-time
reverse transcription PCR (procedural time, 2–3 h) and the arch-shaped
multiple-target sensing platform (procedural time, 20min). For clinical
testing (sensitivity and specificity) of the multiple-target sensing plat-
form, we added RNA from MERS-CoV patients into the platform, which
included immobilized primers with either MERS-CoV or HCoV on an
individual sensing ring. The wavelength shifted to higher than
220.83 pm in the MERS-CoV sensing ring; however, the wavelength
shifted to lower than 146.24 pm in the HCoV-OC43 sensing ring. In
contrast, when the RNA of HCoV-OC43 patients was added, the wave-
length shifted to higher than 220.29 pm in the HCoV-OC43 sensing ring
and shifted to lower than 143.55 pm in the MERS-CoV sensing ring.
These results confirm that the arch-shaped multiple-target sensing
platform can accurately identify MERS-CoV or HCoV in clinical samples
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(Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. S5, and Table 2).

4. Conclusions

Since the advent of solid-phase amplification technologies, asym-
metric and bridge-based amplification approaches have been estab-
lished. However, the amplification efficiency of these methods is too
low for clinical use (Adessi et al., 2000; Fedurco et al., 2006; Shendure
and Ji, 2008). In this study, we developed a method for enhancing the
sensitivity of solid-phase amplification approaches by using an optimal
length (about 50 bp) and concentration (5 μM) of oligonucleotide pri-
mers within the SMR sensor. Using this platform, inhibition due to
primer-dimerization can be prevented during multiple-target detection.
Further, we performed diagnostic and identification testing on the
platform using several emerging infectious pathogens, such as MERS-
CoV, HCoV, ZIKV, and EBOV. We compared the arch-shaped multiple-
target sensing platform results to those obtained by PCR (Table 2).
Based on the results, the platform showed high accuracy for detecting
all pathogen types identified by PCR. Additionally, the detection limit
of the platform was superior to that of the conventional method.
Therefore, this method can be used for early diagnosis and identifica-
tion of pathogens in low-level pathogen samples. This platform has
advantages over the isothermal, PCR, and bio-optical sensing systems,
particularly in terms of time (< 20min) and label-free detection.

Fig. 2. Detection sensitivity of the arch-shaped multiple-target sensing. (A) Primer length testing for formation of the arch-shape. Monitoring of resonance wave-
length shift by different oligonucleotide lengths of the MERS-specific primer immobilized on the sensor. (B) Primer concentration testing. Monitoring of resonance
wavelength shift by different concentrations (5 and 10 μM) of the MERS (blue) and HCoV (green)-specific primer immobilized on the sensor for multiple-target
detection. (C) Gel electrophoresis data for end-point RT-PCR products from MERS, ZIKV, EBOV, and HCoV (L: 50-bp DNA marker, M: MERS RNA template, Z: ZIKV
RNA template, E: EBOV RNA template, H: HCoV RNA template, N: Negative control). (D) Resonance wavelength shift using the arch-shaped multiple-target sensing
platform showing results of amplification and detection of MERS (blue diamond), ZIKV (red triangle), EBOV (purple circle), HCoV (green square), and negative
control (non-target RNA, black asterisk) in a label-free and real-time manner. (E) Linear relationship between resonance wavelength shift by arch-shaped sensing
platform and the concentration of targets in 30min. Error bars indicate standard deviation of the mean based on at least 3 independent experiments.

Table 1
Results of arch shaped multiple-target sensing and concentration conversion of
clinical specimens.

Clinical specimens Arch shaped Wavelength
shift (Δpm)

Concentration conversion
(Copies/reaction)

MERS CoV M1 290.2850 18.54
M2 260.0750 8.78
M3 349.4950 80.15
M4 250.3550 6.91
M5 269.8850 11.20
M6 220.8333 3.33
M7 230.6250 4.24
M8 270.9750 11.50
M9 370.4750 134.64
M10 338.2850 60.75
M11 299.9700 23.56

HCoV OC43 H1 490.3800 6.67× 104

H2 250.3900 5.79
H3 500.1245 9.75× 104

H4 410.8400 3.01× 103

H5 220.2900 1.79
H6 627.3533 1.39× 107

H7 240.1750 3.89
H8 359.6900 4.10× 102

H9 330.2550 1.30× 102
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Furthermore, the clinical utility of the platform for identifying multiple
pathogens in clinical samples is useful for overcoming the limitations of
conventional approaches. Further in-depth studies to maximize the
clinical ability of the platform in larger prospective clinical trials are
needed. Therefore, the arch-shaped multiple-target sensing platform

can be used for rapid diagnosis and identification of pathogens in
various clinical applications.

Fig. 3. Cross-reactivity testing of the arch-shaped multiple-target sensing. (A) Scheme of the arch-shaped amplification and detection using different target RNAs and
different target specific primers of MERS, ZIKV, and EBOV on the individual sensing platform. (B) Resonance wavelength shift by target RNA and target specific
primers for MERS, ZIKV, and EBOV detection on the sensor. Error bars indicate standard deviation of the mean based on at least 3 independent experiments.

Fig. 4. Clinical utility of the arch-shaped multiple-target sensing platform in clinical specimens. (A–B) Multiple-target testing for detection of MERS-CoV and HCoV
on different target specific primers immobilized on individual sensor microrings on an array. (A) Resonance wavelength value of HCoV into the platform. (B)
Resonance wavelength value of MERS-CoV into the platform. (C) Analysis of 11 RNAs from clinical samples of MERS patients in 30min. The red line represents the
cut-off (criterion) for reporting a sample as virus (positive/negative). (D) Clinical diagnostic testing using 20 clinical samples, including 11 MERS patients (No. 1–11)
and 9 HCoV patients (No. 12–20). Error bars indicate standard deviation of the mean based on at least 3 independent experiments.
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